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People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals




Report Cruelty to Animals 
























Animals are not ours


to experiment on, eat, wear, use for entertainment, or abuse in any other way. 
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Bigotry begins when categories such as race, age, gender, 
disability, sexual orientation, or species are used to justify discrimination.
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Tax-Funded Frauds: How to Stop NIH From Wasting Your Money in China 

PETA has found even more reasons to urge your legislators to act. Let’s save lives and stop the National Institutes of Health from using our tax money to fund foreign laboratories.
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Become a Member









Renew Your Membership




Get PETA Updates














E-Mail Address 


 










 





Sign me up for the following e-mail:
 Membership Updates PETA NewsCurrent subscribers: You will continue to receive e-mail unless you explicitly opt out by clicking here.

 













By submitting this form, you’re acknowledging that you have read and agree to our privacy policy and agree to receive e-mails from us.








 












Follow Us


PETA Facebook
 PETA Twitter

















PETA Instagram
PETA Threads
PETA YouTube
PETA SMS Sign-Up
PETA TikTok






PETA LinkedIn
 










 



Coming to a City Near You: Don’t Miss Ingrid Newkirk’s New Speaking Tour

See PETA’s president in person! After this event, you’ll have a new spring in your step, knowing you’re an integral part of the “all” in “all together now.” See a list of all upcoming tour stops and get your tickets here.
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Did You Know That Sparrows Mate for Life? Here’s How to Help Save Them From Life in a Lab

This World Sparrow Day, learn more about these birds who mate for life, raise families, and forage with friends. Then take action to free them from laboratories.
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Be a Hero for an Animal

You can help PETA’s Emergency Response Team as it rushes to protect animals with nowhere else to turn—from abandoned dogs and cats to injured wildlife.




Help us save more lives!















peta2 IS HERE—HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE HELP ANIMALS!















 



WATCH: PETA’s President Cracks Open the Myths About Easter

After watching Ingrid Newkirk’s Easter video, you’ll know the history behind the holiday—and how to help animals today.
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Damning E-Mails Implicate Cambodian Government Officials

Even more secrets were revealed in the courtroom today. Read the latest updates on the monkey-smuggling trial here.
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This Small Dog’s Rescue From the Snow Will Melt Your Heart

Watch Manya’s tale. This beloved girl went from hopeless to hopeful, thanks to a PETA-supported clinic in Ukraine. 

© ARK  
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Which PETA Ad Had Buzzer-Beater Brilliance? You Decide!

Cast your vote for the GOAT: Pick your favorite colorful, comical, or controversial PETA ad and you could score a $500 shopping spree at Plant Faced Clothing.
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PETA in Action










Protesters Rally at City Hall Over Monkey Prison Proposal

PETA’s manager of primate experimentation campaigns joined Bainbridge, Georgia, residents in their efforts to stop a company’s plans to build the largest U.S. monkey prison. Take action here: PETA.org/Bainbridge.












PETA Descends on VCA’s HQ Over Ties to Blood Bank

Protesters in Los Angeles demanded that VCA Animal Hospitals implement a policy against obtaining blood from captive animals after our investigation exposed The Veterinarians’ Blood Bank. Learn more at PETA.org/Blood.












PETA Defends Monkeys at Cambodian Official’s Monkey-Smuggling Trial

Protesters in Florida urged the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service to add monkeys to the endangered species list and end the forest-to-laboratory abduction pipeline. Take action at PETA.org/Trial.












Wahoo! Fieldworkers ‘Spay’ the Day for Bruno and Mario

PETA held a “CAP Day” and transported 49 animals in North Carolina, including Bruno and Mario, to and from their free spay/neuter appointments in just one day.












‘Monkeys’ Dump Coconuts at Whole Foods Over Grocer’s Ties to Forced Labor

Protesters outside a Whole Foods location in Vancouver, British Columbia, urged the supermarket chain to stock coconut milk not produced by forcing pig-tailed macaques to pick coconuts. Take action: PETA.org/CoconutMilk.












‘Pig’ Presses for Ban on Live-Animal Mutilation at OHSU

PETA supporters urged the interim dean of Oregon Health & Science University to ban the university’s horrific and useless obstetrics and gynecology residency training method of cutting up live female pigs. Take action at PETA.org/OBGYN.












PETA Celebrates Termination of the Miami Seaquarium’s Lease

We let everyone outside the Miami Seaquarium know that help is on the way for the long-suffering animals held captive there after the Miami-Dade County’s Office of the Mayor announced the termination of the park’s lease.












PETA Rolls Out Reminder of UW Experimenter’s Cruelty

Our mobile billboard featuring Dorothy—the macaque who spent her final years suffering in Elizabeth Buffalo’s laboratory at the University of Washington—circled the venue where the experimenter recently spoke. Take action at PETA.org/Seattle. 












Massive Blow-Up Fez Follows Shrine Circus Over Big-Top Cruelty

Our larger-than-life spectacle was part of a five-city campaign at each of the circus’ stops across East Texas, during which animal defenders urged Shriners to keep animals out of their shows. Take action at PETA.org/Shriners.












Young Dolphin Defenders Descend on SeaWorld

Students Opposing Speciesism members protested outside SeaWorld San Antonio to urge the park to release the dolphins and whales it keeps captive into a seaside sanctuary. Take action at PETA.org/Corky.



























 


Support Our Campaigns Locally

Join PETA’s Action Team to hear about protests, events, and volunteer opportunities in your area. You’ll also get tips and ideas to help you advocate for animals.




Join Today!





















 



Have You Seen This Riveting Docuseries Yet? Now Free on YouTube! 

Curiosity has killed many cats. From PETA and executive producer Bill Maher, the new docuseries The Failed Experiment exposes what most people don’t know about experiments on animals. 
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The Case for Animal Rights















 



Rooting for Change: PETA Urges the First Lady to Nip Tired Traditions in the Spud This Easter

Ahead of the White House’s Easter event, PETA’s rooting for first lady Jill Biden to roll in a new, animal-friendly tradition. 

Artist Rendering 
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Why Did This School Want to Subject Multiple Baboons to 6 C-Sections Each?

Eastern Virginia Medical School experimenters cut the fetuses out of pregnant baboons in pointless tests. Help us end this cruelty. 

© iStock.com/halecr 
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Vegan Easter Recipes That Will Have You Hippity-Hoppin’ for Seconds

Deviled potatoes, a rack of “lamb,” and more: Your vegan Easter meal won’t be complete without one of these recipes, which are inspired by classic dishes—without harming animals.

© Connoisseurus Veg | © Nora Cooks 
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Urgent Alerts

Change the World for Animals—Take Action Now













 




Mt. Hope Auction Sponsors: Reconsider Supporting the Suffering of Wild and Exotic Animals!




Take Action

















 




Speak Up for Beamish, a Monkey Prisoner at NIH




Take Action

















 




Help Push Ralph Lauren to Ban Cruelly Produced Cashmere!




Take Action

















 




Enough Monkey Business! Tell FOX: Exploiting Real Animals on ‘Animal Control’ Isn’t Funny




Take Action

















 




Behind Bars for 50 Years: Miyako the Elephant Needs Your Help




Take Action

















 




Help Save Baby Monkeys Tormented in Strobe-Effect Experiment




Take Action







More Action Alerts























What PETA Stands For








People

I am you, only different.






Human beings create temporary and arbitrary boundaries to exclude beings who aren’t like them. Human beings have justified wars, slavery, sexual violence, and military conquests through the mistaken belief that those who are “different” do not experience suffering and are not worthy of moral consideration.













Ethical

Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.






We are taught the Golden Rule as young children, and all major religions teach principles of nonviolence and kindness. The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. said, “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.” Ethical treatment—the Golden Rule—must be extended to all living beings: reptiles, mammals, fish, insects, birds, amphibians, and crustaceans.













Treatment

Animals are not ours to experiment on, eat, wear, use for entertainment, or abuse in any other way.






All beings desire freedom to live a natural life, according to their inherent desires and instincts. While the lives of all beings necessarily involve some amount of suffering, human beings must stop deliberately inflicting suffering on all beings for our own selfish desires. We lose nothing in replacing a cheeseburger with a veggie burger or a leather purse with a fabric one. But beings we exploit lose their lives just for our fleeting fancy.













Animals

We are all animals.






We believe all beings deserve liberty and respect not because they share the characteristics we admire in ourselves but because they are living beings. We share the same evolutionary origins, we inhabit the same Earth, and we are ruled by the same laws of nature. We are all the same.









© Jo-Anne McArthur / We Animals
Learn More about what PETA stands for















 





















 



Worldwide Superstar Reveals How SeaWorld Can Rebuild Its Business After 60 Years of Shame

It’s been 60 years since SeaWorld opened and 54 years since Corky the orca was free. Join worldwide superstar Christopher von Uckermann in taking action today.
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How to Wear Vegan















 



Talk About a Class Act! This Proposed Bill Could Help End Cruelty in Classrooms

Progress! California legislators have proposed a bill that could help replace cruel, archaic lessons with modern, compassionate ones.
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She Was Still Alive—What You Need to Know if You See a Turtle Near a Road

Many turtles are severely injured or killed on roads every year. They can survive for weeks after their shell is crushed. If you see a turtle—injured or not—on or near a road, here’s what to do!
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Considering a Chick-Hatching Project? It’s Not All It’s Cracked Up to Be

If you’re looking for ways to help children learn about life cycles, this PETA Kids’ comic has the answers—including to the question of what happens to chicks when the project is over.
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Now on Audible: ‘Free the Animals’ Special Edition















 



You’ll Duck Out of H&M When You See What It’s Hiding 

Will H&M finally ditch down after PETA’s latest “bloody” stunt? Keep reading to see what we sent the company’s CEO. 
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After Years of PETA’s Relentless Work, Miami Seaquarium Is CLOSING

The Miami Seaquarium leaves a legacy of agony and anguish: Over 100 dolphins and two orcas lived and died there in misery. Now, no other animal will share their fate.
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Act Now! Georgians Need Your Help to Stop the Country’s Largest Monkey Prison 

Tell Georgia officials to reconsider a plan for the largest monkey prison in the U.S. before a single shovel breaks ground. 

© Jo-Anne McArthur / We Animals Media 
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Who Were Bog, George, and Henry? Listen In to Learn About This Year’s Iditarod 

Was this the deadliest Iditarod in years? PETA’s Melanie Johnson shares how you can help save dogs before they’re raced to death like Bog, George, Henry, and more than 150 others.
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Will This Be a Wake-Up Call for Starbucks to Decalf Its Coffee? 

Join PETA and other kind consumers in telling Starbucks that it’s time to brew change for animals and the environment—before it’s too late. 
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The PETA Shop









 





 



PETA Asia Video Exposes Just How Cold-Blooded Gucci and Other Brands Can Be 

A yearlong investigation into the exotic-skins industry reveals unmitigated suffering for pythons and crocodiles.
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Put Your Veterinary Skills for Tigers, Snakes, and Others to Work

We’ve rescued big cats from Tiger King hellholes, stopped circuses from exporting endangered animals for their shows, and more. Will you be a part of our next big victory?
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Have You Checked Your Horoscope Today? peta2 Has a Special Message for You!

Where do the stars align in your quest for animal rights? Click to discover your power to save animals—one zodiac sign at a time!
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More Posts

























 


Work for PETA | 
팀원 채용 | فرصة عمل















 


Contact PETA's Media Response Team















 


PETA’s Action Team—Act Locally to Help Animals Globally



















PETA's Milestones













PETA Rescues



 









Adoptable Animals



 









Latest Victories

















Get PETA Updates

Stay up to date on the latest vegan trends and get breaking animal rights news delivered straight to your inbox!

















E-Mail Address 


 










 





Sign me up for the following e-mail:
 Membership Updates PETA NewsCurrent subscribers: You will continue to receive e-mail unless you explicitly opt out by clicking here.

 













By submitting this form, you’re acknowledging that you have read and agree to our privacy policy and agree to receive e-mails from us.








 




























“Almost all of us grew up eating meat, wearing leather, and going to circuses and zoos. We never considered the impact of these actions on the animals involved. For whatever reason, you are now asking the question: Why should animals have rights?” READ MORE

— Ingrid E. Newkirk, PETA President and co-author of Animalkind




Read More
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